The recently identified checkpoint mediator MDC1 facilitates recruitment of DNA repair proteins to damaged sites and establishment of the intra-Sphase cell-cycle checkpoint. Increasing evidence suggests that proteins like MDC1 provide the framework necessary for transducing signals from DNA double-strand breaks.
syndrome [6] . Additional participants were later discovered as targets of the ATM kinase -these include BRCA1, 53BP1, FANCD2, SMC1 and NBS1 -and many pre-exist in a large complex ready to respond to DNA damage [6, 8] .
MDC1's potential involvement in the intra-S-phase checkpoint was suggested when it was discovered to associate with either the Mre11-NBS1-Rad50 repair complex or the protein kinase Chk2, components of two separable pathways regulated by ATM that cooperate to inhibit DNA synthesis optimally in irradiated cells [1] [2] [3] 9] . Chk2 is considered a major effector of ATM, acting to promote degradation of the phosphatase Cdc25A and thereby prevent activation of the cyclindependent kinase Cdk2 and initiation of DNA replication [9] . MDC1 associates with Chk2 after cells are exposed to ionizing radiation, an interaction mediated through the FHA domain of MDC1 and the phospho-threonine 68 region of Chk2, which is phosphorylated by ATM in response to ionizing radiation [3] . By associating with MDC1, Chk2 contributes to the rapid phosphorylation of MDC1 in irradiated cells [3] . But MDC1 does not appear to be necessary for ATM to phosphorylate Chk2 or for Chk2 to participate in the intra-S phase checkpoint. This is inferred from the unexpected observation that MDC1 does not seem to be necessary for degradation of Cdc25A in irradiated cells [2] . Instead, MDC1 facilitates phosphorylation of p53 by Chk2 and promotes apoptosis -a permanent solution to the problem of controlling genomic instability [3] .
How does MDC1 assist the transduction of ATMassociated signals from DNA double-strand breaks to proteins such as NBS1, thereby promoting induction of the intra-S-phase checkpoint? Recent evidence suggests that ATM is expressed as one or more inactive dimers that undergo autophosphorylation when changes in chromatin structure occur as a result of DNA strand breaks [10] . Activated ATM rapidly phosphorylates the histone H2A variant H2AX, tagging DNA double-strand breaks and forming the initial signal for the subsequent migration of other checkpoint proteins to ionizing radiation-induced foci [11, 12] . MDC1 is one of the earliest proteins that binds directly to phosphorylated H2AX (H2AX-γ γ) MDC1-disrupted cells [1,2,14] . Therefore, the ability of MDC1 to directly bind to H2AX-γ γ and recruit members of the NBS1 pathway to sites of DNA damage may be one of its essential functions, providing a framework for ATM-regulated responses.
How might MDC1 and H2AX-γ γ convey signals to other checkpoint proteins? MDC1 and H2AX are both needed for the recruitment of 53BP1 to ionizing radiation-induced foci [ 1,14,15] . Like MDC1, 53BP1 also colocalizes early with H2AX-γ γ in irradiated cells [16] . In turn, 53BP1 is necessary for both optimal phosphorylation of BRCA1 by ATM and recruitment of BRCA1 to ionizing radiation-induced foci, events that correlate with phosphorylation of the Chk1 kinase and optimal execution of the G2 checkpoint as well as the intra-S phase checkpoint [14] [15] [16] . Not all functions of 53BP1 and MDC1 overlap, however, as elimination of 53BP1 expression seems to have more adverse effects on ATM's connection to downstream targets such as BRCA1, SMC1 and Chk2 [16] [17] [18] . Furthermore, loss of 53BP1 function does not interfere with NBS1 foci formation, whereas loss of MDC1 function does [16] . MDC1 and H2AX thus appear to sit at the top of the checkpoint hierarchy, with ATM at the helm, and together, MDC1 and 53BP1 link ATM to many of its effectors (Figure 1 ).
It will be interesting to see how the components of this complicated network cooperate to promote DNA repair and execute cell-cycle checkpoints, such as that mediated by the NBS1/SMC1 pathway where it is mostly unclear how the proteins regulate DNA replication. This will involve finding other endpoints besides focus formation to assess integrity of biological function. Regardless, enormous progress has been made in recent years in identifying and characterizing gene products important for preserving genomic stability and cell viability as demonstrated in the work discussed here. 
